Rahul’s ED grilling to continue tomorrow

Rahul, Priyanka meet Sonia at hospital

New Delhi: Congress leaders Sonia Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi visited party president Sonia Gandhi at the Sir Ganga Ram Hospital on Monday a day after she was admitted to the facility.

Sonia Gandhi was admitted to the hospital on Sunday evening. Medical experts said her admission was precautionary and she was stable.

A senior source said that Rahul visited Sonia at the hospital at around 4 pm on Monday.

The hospital confirmed that Sonia Gandhi was admitted as a precautionary measure.

The senior leader was discharged from the hospital on Monday evening.

In its annual report.

India has announced a “nuclear weapons ban” bill and the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom and France have collectively增强了 its nuclear arsenal, elevating the risk of a large-scale nuclear war.

India’s accumulation of nuclear weapons has continued, with the country reported to have over 150 nuclear warheads.

India and Pakistan have previously engaged in a nuclear arms race, with each country possessing a substantial nuclear arsenal.

South Korea has recently announced a substantial expansion of its nuclear arsenal, which has raised concerns about the stability of the Korean Peninsula.
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Concerns over 'Kulva' drinking water project

Rigda tribal school bags Pratikriti award

B garni sugar mill workers not paid salaries since 2017

No water: N’pada tribal school hostel nonfunctional

Rallies held in Ganganj against child labour

INBREED

LIONS CLUBS DIST 322 HCO PRE-CABINET MEET AT BAMBONI GROUND CHAIRS INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT 322 held a pre-cabinet meet at Bamboni ground on Sunday. More than 200 lionsenses from 322 Districts were present in the meeting. The lionessones discussed various activities of the club and the things to be done to initiate different social service activities like women, children & senior citizens welfare, sports and cultural activities and club's expansion. A special speech was made by President Dr. S. T. Roy on the importance of lions and 100 lionsenses from various organisations were present in the meeting. The lionesseses are eagerly awaiting for the lionsenses to be present at the lionsises's pre-cabinet meet.

ASK BEA KEEPER TAKING BRIDE

Parivel Patil, a resident of Bhauri village in the Salunkwadi unit of Ambernath, is getting married to a teenager. The incident came to light when Patil was apprehended by the police for driving a car without a valid license. The wedding took place in the presence of the village council and a group of relatives. The bride, who is a minor, had been kidnapped by the groom and his family for the last two weeks. The police are investigating the case and have arrested the accused.
Staff Reporter
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Cg’gar Cong protests against ED

The Congress in Chhattisgarh on Monday staged a protest against the Enforcement Directorate (ED) for questioning their leader Rahul Gandhi and alleged money laundering with Congress leader Rahul Gandhi. According to the CHATTISGARH chief minister, Rahul Bhopal Singh, the Chhattisgarh Congress protests against ED

The month-long special tours of Panchayat representatives are arranged by the government to apprehense about various government schemes. On Monday, after beachs of Rajpur and Kuna Panchayat besides senior state ministers described the development process.

The police have been deployed everywhere in an attempt to avert any clash. In addition to the police, the BPF is leaving no stone unturned to suppress the democratic right of the unfortunate to hold a demonstration. He added that charges of forgery haunting Rahul and the Congress are just as groundless and they are being levelled only to create confusion for investigation.

The National Herald newspaper has been a part of the freedom struggle and was started by freedom fighters like Jawaharlal Nehru and Pandit Patel and associated with the ideology of the Congress.

He said that there was no illegality in the actions to be taken by the ED. "Google search for investigation. It is clear that we are not going to be put into jail. It is political vendetta," he said.

He added "The truth will prevail. The Central government is following dictatorship." He said that there was no illegality in the actions to be taken by the ED. "The Google search for investigation. It is clear that we are not going to be put into jail. It is political vendetta," he said.
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**Cong protests to protect assets of Gandhi family: BJP**

**Congress alleges ‘bigamy blocking medical face cover probe’**

**Expeditious vaccination of teens, elderly. Covid not yet over:** Health Min to States

**States rising, remain vigilant, follow Covid-appropriate behaviour, says Mandaviya**

**BJP alleges Kerala CM blocking medical face cover probe case**

**Four holy rods of Lord Buddha reach Mongolia for 11-day exposition**

**15-day deadline for food aggregators to spell out consumer grievance redressal mechanism**
More cases registered for hurting religious sentiments, one held

KUMAR CHAKRAVARTY

The protest march being held across Kerala by Ammu Mulakkal, the Congress leader who was expelled from the party in Kerala, continued on Monday as the state police took action against an increasing number of the protesters. The protest, which started on Sunday, has been accused of creating disturbances in various locations. The police have been closely monitoring the situation and taking necessary measures to ensure the safety and security of the public. The protesters, however, have claimed that they are peaceful and are only raising their voices against the issues they believe to be important.
Rainfall warning

Fresh snow in Antarctica contains microplastics, another grim reminder of climate playing havoc

In a sad and fist-of-life-kind development, microplastics — much smaller than a grain of rice — were found late last week in fresh-snow samples from 19 sites across the Ross Island region of Antarctica. The findings, published in the Cryosphere journal, revealed that an average of 29 microplastic particles per litre of melted snow were present in the snow. This figure is much higher than marine concentration reported previously from the surrounding Ross Sea and in Antarctica seawater.

Antarctica, the southernmost continent and site of the South Pole, is a virtually unexploited, ice-covered landmass. Just 100 million scientists, including the McMurdo Station which is the largest station in Antarctica, the density of microplastics was nearly three times higher than normal glacier debris. The researchers detected 13 different types of plastic — the most common being PE, PET, HDPE, and PP. PET, which is used to make soft drink bottles and clothing. Amazingly, and alarming, atmospheric modeling suggests that these microplastics may have travelled thousands of kilometres from Asia, since most of the plastic pollution in the oceans is sourced from the Orient.

According to the study, microplastics may further affect climate by acting as cloud nuclei in the atmosphere, which is called indirect effect. This assumes that it is deleterious to the environment, and microplastics are extremely minute plastic particles resulting from the degradation and breakdown of consumer products and trash. However, we reluctantly shuck a 12 billion metric tonne of plastic in the oceans every year. If the plastic pollution breaks down into microplastics, it is sure to find its way into marine animals, then birds and then the whole marine food chain. It is truly sad but finding microplastics in fresh Antarctica snow highlights the global problem of pollution. Fresh snow is collected near the surface of the sea ice and collected for research. The deposit of water and keeping it from pollution is of paramount importance and each one of us on the planet should realise this and control water wastage to the optimum level.

After years of research, global warming and climate change have been identified as the main causes of melting glaciers and ice caps. The melting of glaciers and ice caps in turn leads to rising sea levels, which can cause flooding and coastal erosion. Additionally, melting glaciers can affect weather patterns and precipitation, leading to droughts and floods. It is crucial for us to take action to mitigate climate change and its effects.
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"Enough proof uncovered to indict Trump"
Battle of Donetsk could prove decisive in Ukraine war

After Russia's offensive on the Donbas, it is clear that the region will be critical in determining the outcome of the war. Thecapture of Donetsk would be a major setback for Ukraine, as it holds significant strategic value.

The Donetsk region is one of the poorest in Ukraine, with large areas under Russian control. The region's economy is heavily dependent on minerals and energy, and the Donetsk International Airport is a key hub for trade with Russia.

The battle for Donetsk will be a battle of attrition, as both sides will be fighting for control of the region's infrastructure and resources. The Russians will likely deploy heavy artillery and air support to overwhelm Ukraine's forces in the region.

Ukraine will need to rely on its own forces and strategic resources to hold onto Donetsk. The Ukrainian army is facing significant challenges, including a lack of equipment and training, and the region is heavily mined.

The outcome of the battle for Donetsk will have a significant impact on the overall course of the war. If Ukraine is able to hold onto the region, it will have a significant boost in terms of morale and resources. If the Russians are able to capture the region, it will be a major blow to Ukraine's ability to defend itself.

In conclusion, the battle for Donetsk will be a key battle in the war. Ukraine will need to use all of its strategic resources to hold onto the region, while the Russians will likely deploy heavy forces to try and capture it.
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HAALAND ‘Proud’ to make man city move

Liverpool agree 75m-euro deal for Nunez

Liverpool have reached a deal with Benfica to bring Uruguayan striker Darwin Nunez for an initial 75 million euros (64 million pounds) from the Portuguese club. The transfer could eventually rise to 91 million euros as "add-ons and bonuses".

The deal was sealed at a cost of 75 million euros for the Dutchman, while a further 16 million euros could be paid based on performance targets.

Nunez has scored 23 goals in 25 games this season for Benfica as the Portuguese giants have won the Portuguese league and are in the Champions League semi-finals.

The transfer, subject to the agreement of personal terms, will see the 22-year-old join the Premier League champions to replace the 30-year-old Jürgen Klopp favourite Erling Haaland, who had left the club for Borussia Dortmund earlier this year.

Liverpool spent 78 million euros on Joao Felix from Benfica two years ago to replace Haaland.

In a statement, the Premier League club said: "This is a significant investment for the club to make, and we are confident that Darwin will be able to build on the strong start he has made in Portugal and continue his development at Anfield."

"Darwin is a top player with a big future ahead of him. We are excited to see him develop at Anfield and are confident he can help us achieve our ambitions in the years to come."

Darwin Nunez has scored 24 goals in 29 appearances across all competitions so far this season after joining Benfica from muscle

Spain celebrate as Portugal fall

Spain celebrated after a 4-0 victory over Portugal in the final of the Euros on Sunday, which secured them their second title in the competition.

The game was a dramatic one, with the Spanish team coming from behind to take control of the match. They scored three goals in the second half to seal their victory.

The first goal came from a free-kick by Dani Parejo in the 68th minute, followed by goals from David Silva and Isco Alfaro in the 78th and 83rd minutes respectively.

It was a hard-fought game, and both teams put in impressive performances. Spain played a patient game, while Portugal struggled to create many chances.

This win was a significant moment in Spanish football history, as it was their first title since 2008. They also took revenge for their loss to Portugal in the 2016 Euros final.

Portugal, on the other hand, were left to reflect on their missed opportunities and what could have been.

This victory was a major achievement for Spain, as they have faced some challenging moments in recent years. However, they have pulled together as a team and managed to deliver a great performance.

The game was filled with drama and excitement, with both teams giving their all to win.

Need to train Indian athletes to handle mental pressure at big events: Nikhat

Before leaving for the World Championships in Doha, Nikhat Zareen had said that she was fully prepared for the challenges that lay ahead.

In the recent past, Zareen has shown remarkable resilience and determination, which have helped her achieve great results. She has been a consistent performer and has won several medals at international competitions.

Zareen has faced her fair share of adversity, but she has always managed to come back stronger and better. Her dedication and hard work have paid off, and she has become a role model for other athletes.

In an interview, Zareen had said: "I'm looking forward to this event. I've trained hard for it and I believe I'm ready. I want to prove myself and show that I can handle pressure.

"I've had to overcome a lot of obstacles in my career, but I keep pushing myself and working hard. I want to make my country proud and bring home a medal.

"I'm excited for this challenge and I'm ready to give my best. I believe I have the skills and the experience to handle the pressure and perform well.

"I know it won't be easy, but I'm determined to give it my all. I want to give my best shot at this event and I believe I can do it. I'm looking forward to the challenge.

"I'm confident in my abilities and I believe I can handle the pressure. I'm ready to give my best effort and bring home a medal for my country."

The World Championships will be held in November, and Zareen will be one of the key players for her country.

Winning a medal at this event would be a significant achievement for Zareen, and it would cement her status as one of India's top boxers.

In conclusion, Zareen's determination and hard work have paid off, and she is ready to take on the challenge. With her skills and experience, she has the potential to win a medal at the World Championships.

India's top boxers need to be given the right training and support to handle mental pressure at big events, and Zareen's efforts are a step in the right direction.

Sindhu, Sen eye consistency as focus shifts to Indians Open

Among the highlights of the badminton tournament were the performances of Indian shuttlers PV Sindhu and Tai Tzu Ying, who were in top form.

Sindhu, who won the Olympic silver medal in 2016, faced some tough challenges in the tournament. However, she managed to come out on top, and her victory was a testament to her determination and skills.

"I'm happy with my performance," said Sindhu. "I had to work hard to get to the final, but I'm glad I could come out on top. I want to continue to improve and take my game to the next level."

Tai Tzu Ying, the world number one, faced some strong opposition in the tournament. However, she managed to come out on top, and her victory was a testament to her consistency and skills.

"I'm happy with my performance," said Tai Tzu Ying. "I had to work hard to come out on top, but I'm glad I could do it.

"I want to continue to improve and take my game to the next level. I'm looking forward to the Indians Open and I'm excited to see how I can perform there."

The Indians Open is a big event for Indian shuttlers, and it will provide them with the opportunity to showcase their skills on the international stage.

In conclusion, Sindhu and Tai Tzu Ying's performances were a testament to their determination and skills. With more events to come, they will have the opportunity to continue to improve and develop their game.
ODI Rankings: Pakistan pip India to 4th spot

Pakistan have pipped India to the fourth spot in the latest ICM rankings after completing a clean sweep over West Indies in a 3-0 whitewash.

Pakistan, who stood second in the ODI rankings since the World Cup last year, have jumped one place and are now joint fourth with New Zealand, who overtook India to take the fourth spot.

New Zealand, with 743 points, are on top of the table while England are second on 1,361, followed by India on 1,058 and Pakistan on 743.

The ODI rankings are based on a player’s best 16 matches in a calendar year, excluding the World Cup.